
As Christians, we live in a symbolic world. Christ’s life, which is, after all, the way
and the truth, informs our perspective. We recognize in events and circumstances
the patterns, principles, and passion of Christ’s life. We see things happening for
reasons. We see the world as filled with the particular meaning that Christ’s life
gives it. That insight and discernment, with our otherwise-blind eyes opened to the
truth in Christ, is at least our hope, even though we may seldom live up to it.

To say that the Bible reveals a symbolic world is not in
the least to diminish the Bible’s literal and historical
truth. It is instead to amplify those truths. Yes, Christ
lived a particular life in a particular time and place, with
unmatchable historical significance. No true follower can
deny the incarnation or its individual and cosmic impacts.
But Christ’s life also fulfilled all meaning, from the
most-ancient creation myths to the most-modern

philosophical and metaphysical speculations. The Bible’s grand narrative gives the
world its reason, purpose, and meaning, from which everything else draws its
pattern. Understand the Bible’s symbolism, and you’ll see things about yourself,
your place in the world, and the world itself that you’d never otherwise see.

The Bible, from start to finish so ripe with the most-powerful symbolism, confirms
its symbolic nature in the most poignant of ways. The Bible tells us that Mary, the
mother of Jesus, kept, treasured, and pondered in her heart how her Son fulfilled the
great prophecies. Commentaries tell us that this verse is the lone place where the
Bible uses the original Greek word “symballousa” that we translate as “pondered”
but could just as well translate as “symbolized.” Mary, in other words, symbolized
Jesus, represented Jesus, incorporated, consulted, confided in, and communed with
Jesus, in the deepest part of her being. Yes, the Bible is symbolic. Indeed, the
Christian lives by letting Christ work his passion and patterns within the deepest
part of the Christian’s life. Follow artist Jonathan Pageau’s Symbolic World channel
for more of these insights.


